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From DIY skincare to quick hair hacks, these smart shortcuts will save you both time and money. Our editorial team independently selected and reviewed each product we contain. If you buy using the included links, we can earn a commission. TikTok proved to be much more than a drop for wacky pranks and viral dance videos. We have noticed a steady rise in short how-to clips
that provide firm and usable advice - especially beauty tips. Under the practical hashtag #beautyhacks, thousands of videos offer brilliantly cracking tips and tutorials for some of the most common skin, hair and makeup problems. From DIY skincare to quick hair solutions, they get our vote as the 10 most innovative TikTok beauty hack clips. RELATED: These 3 hair color trends
will be huge in 2020 You've come down to the last bit of your favorite lip shade - yet you lack the means or time to buy a replacement? This quick DIY fix should do the trick, and you probably already have the ingredients in your bathroom. Just carve a piece of eyeshadow in a similar shade, then blend it into the dab Vaseline. Achieving that sleething eye look can be tricky, but this
hack from @holabonitaa is truly ingenious. If you use false eyelashes, cut the plastic semicircle that holds each lash and apply your basic shadow to it. Seal the view above the eye, and voila! The perfect fold of shadows. RELATED: The Seven 2020 Hairstyles You'll See Everywhere This hot iron hack is a hilarious (but brilliant) solution for when you're away from home without
curling iron. User @szbdorinka proved that the radiator pole is the perfect alternative, and its frizz-free curl is proof. After putting her hair in a high ponytail, @mianalauren bobby-pins her bangs to create a stylish side bang. She then wraps a tiny piece of hair around the base of her ponytail to hide her hair tie, and completes the look with several sprays of AIIR Flexible Hold AIIR
Spray ($32; aiirprofessional.com). Watch out, Ariana Grande. Kylie Jenner made plump lips super popular. But because we're not all billionaires, there's an easier way to make your lips look bigger without breaking the bank. User @kerifay shows the look in this short clip, where she over-line cupid is the arch and center of the lower lip, and then evenly lines the inner corners. She
then applied lipstick to the entire pout before adding a lighter shade to the middle of her lower lip. Toner is one skin care essential that can help you achieve smooth skin without flaws. And there is actually a natural toner you can make in your kitchen. The @arremsdaytoday mixes three tablespoons of apple cider vinegar, three tablespoons of water and two drops of lavender oil to
create their own must-have skin routine. Of course, scanning the aisles in Ulti for a hair product can be fun, but there is a home alternative to give your hair the hydration it needs. To get that healthy, hair mask texture, user @keto.lifestyles.recipes coconut oil in wet hair, and then twice washes the hair with shampoo. She suggests repeating the process twice a month. RELATED:
Proof that face-framing layers are the most flattering thing ever There's no quick fix for getting longer hair (other than extensions). But you can make the locks look like you're growing them. Advice from @beautyhacks how to divide hair into two parts into each other. By tying a ponytail around each part and covering the bottom tie of your hair with a top ponytail, you will fool
everyone into thinking that your hair grows overnight. A @makeup_emalii shared the ultimate winter hack proving that you can wear a white hat and keep your makeup from spending away. In her video, she puts a plastic sandwich bag on her head, allowing part of the plastic to cover her forehead. Hide the bag with the hat, and you have the pristine glow of your face and the hat
without foundation. To get our top stories delivered to your inbox, sign up for the Healthy Living (Pocket-lint) newsletter - You've probably already opted for TikTok. You saw ads with some 17-year-old teenager with neon contacts, bleached hair and fake blood dripping down their necks lip syncing to the melody. Why on the otherst would you want to download it just to watch
people dress up, say words and gyrate it soundbites? We got it. But somehow apparently there are more than a billion people who actively scroll through TikTok monthly, spending almost an hour on it a day. Yes, it's time to check the app. Best apps for iPhone: The ultimate guideBest Android apps: The ultimate guideUnsplashTikTok is a social app used to create and share
videos. Many videos are usually focused on music, and creators use the app's vast catalogue of sound effects, music clips and filters to record short clips dancing and lip syncing. But there are an unspeakable number of videos to discover, with different themes. There's DIY and craft videos, comedy sketches, whatever. If TikTok sounds familiar, it's because there are similar apps
that came before it, such as Vine and Dubsmash.TikTok also had a predecessor, called Musical.ly, that Chinese entrepreneurs Alex Zhu and Luyu Yang launched in 2014. ByteDance Musical.ly in 2017, and then a year later folded the basic functionality of the service and user base into its own TikTok application. Existing users Musical.ly migrated to TikTok accounts. By 2018,
TikTok has outperformed Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Snapchat in monthly installations in the U.S. Apple App Store and Google Play Store.TikTok has over 1 billion global monthly active users - 63 percent of whom are between the ages of 10 and 29. Women on TikTok also outdo men two to one in the United States. As a result of TikTok's popularity, ByteDance is now
considered the world's most valuable startup, with an estimate of more than $105 billion. TikTok The basic function of TikTok is that can record videos of themselves lip syncing, dancing, or out drafts. Videos - or TikToks - can be up to 15 seconds long, but can also connect multiple clips up to 60 seconds of total recording. Users can also upload longer videos that were taken
outside the app. TikTok also has tools for editing and customizing videos. Users have access to a library of songs, effects, filters, and soundbites that they can add to their videos. They can also duet with some replying to video, creating a split screen and endless reactions. They can even add their own sounds and lip sync to another user's video. Let's go over how to navigate the
app. When you open TikTok, you'll see the menu bar at the bottom. It has shortcuts on each of the following five pages in the app: Home: Displays two feeds - Tracking and For You - between which you can switch. Discover: Mostly shows you TikTok videos tagged trending hashtag. Create a video: Opens on the recording screen, where you can record the video. Inbox: Shows
you all your activities on videos. (Tap the envelope to access DMs). Me: Your profile that you and other users can see. You can make parts of it private. In short, such as videos from Vine or Instagram, TikTok videos appear vertically on the screen. You can deal with them using hearts, which are the same as likes. Once you've downloaded the TikTok app and opened it, you'll
instantly see the curated highlights on the page for you. You can switch to the following page to see videos of users you follow - either friends or popular TikTokkers. On any page to see more new videos, swipe up on the screen or tap Home.You can also try tapping Discover (magnifying glass icon next to the home button) to search for videos using keywords and hashtags. Inside
the video, you can tap the screen to pause. Also, look to the right for the user icon to visit their profile. Also, on the right you will see the number of hearts and comments that the video has, plus options for sharing. At the bottom of the video, you'll find the user's name, description, all the hashtags, and the name of the song being played. At the top of any of these links to watch
related videos. For example: You can watch TikTok videos without creating an account. But you need an account to interact with other users and to post videos, obviously. When you're ready to start creating your own video, click the Create Video button (plus character) at the bottom of the Start screen and press the record button. While that sounds easy, it takes a ton of work. If
you search YouTube for tutorials, you'll see how intense the tikTok video-making process can be for most users. This is because, before you even hit the record, you can find sounds, effects and filters to apply. You can flop the camera, speed, and more. You can even save a video as a draft to publish later. Just tap the Create Video icon to record the video, and after you've
finished recording and editing the video, tap Next. From the post video page, tap Drafts. If you're looking for more step-by-step tutorials on To record and edit videos with TikTok, we recommend browsing the TikTok Support Center. Pocket-lint also has this handy TikTok tips and tricks guide. This Wikipedia page tracks the top 50 TikTok accounts with the highest number of
followers. Currently, Charli D'Amelia is on top with 70 million followers. He's 16 and primarily posts footage of himself dancing. The second most popular is Addison Rae, with 50 million followers. He also publishes dance videos. Many of the most popular users on TikTok are teenagers, and they have become friends in the last year and founded collaboration groups, or collectives,
such as Hype House, Sway House and Club House. They live together in mega-villas in LA solely for the purpose of creating an endless stream of TikTok content for digestion every day. If you don't want to deal with house content and would rather watch more organic content that suits your interests, explore discover. TikTok is the latest to be under the glare of the US, with
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo reportedly considering banning the app after a ban in India.Best VPN 2021: The top 10 VPN deals in the US and UK The app is being watched for fear it could be a surveillance tool for China. We take this very seriously and we certainly look at it. We've been working on this issue for a long time, Pompeo told Fox News. Given the Chinese apps on
people's phones, I can assure you the U.S. will get this right, too. He added that U.S. citizens should be careful about using TikTok in case their private data ends up in the hands of the Chinese Communist Party. ByteDance has previously tried to fence itself off from its roots, having originally been founded by Chinese businessman Zhang Yiming. It also withdrew the app from
Hong Kong, following the implementation of Beijing's highly controversial national security law. In light of recent events, we have decided to discontinue the TikTok app in Hong Kong, the statement said. This has led many to believe that ByteDance opposes Chinese censorship and any suggestion that TikTok could be used as a government surveillance tool. The U.S. seems likely
to take a more convincing time. It says Maggie Tillman. Tillman.
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